This paper presents the coding scheme and the timing recovery method of an interface for high-speed cell-based networks. The synchronization technique used in this interface is based on the functionality resulting from combining functions of the fiber channel with the basic features of pure asynchronous transfer mode. The main advantage of this interface is its implementability at high transmission rates, since most of its functions, like cell delineation and cell header error detection and correction, are performed at byte-level by using a pseudoframing structure. The paper presents the basic principles of this interface, the analytic formulas for calculating its mean synchronization time under various traffic conditions and describes how the various parameters affect the method's performance. q
Introduction
The introduction of the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology in the previous decade changed the way broadband and local area networks are being developed and how various user requirements and services are supported. All ATM-like cell-based networks transmit data by relaying fixed length user cells (UCs) using various transmission media, formats and speeds. For synchronization purposes many cell delineation mechanisms have been proposed [1] , but the most interesting one, which is used in standard ATM networks, is based on the header error check (HEC) code. This mechanism is independent to the used line code and of any special data pattern, but malicious simulation of HEC in the cells' payload results to incorrect synchronization. Another method is based on the use of start-of-cell commands (with or without scrambler reset) before the transmission of each cell [2] .
ITU and the ATM forum developed a number of physical layer interfaces [3] , having transmission rates in the range of 1.544-622.08 Mbps, using either PDH, Sonet/SDH, Block Coded or Clear Channel interfaces (CCI) and using either copper (STP, UTP or Cu) or fiber (MM or SM). The 25.6 Mbps over twisted pair cable interface [2] uses 4B5B block coding, based on 16 valid data nibbles and one escape code (X). Cell delineation is achieved by preceding each ATM cell with 1 byte that consists of two valid commands (X_X or X_4). SDH STM-1/Sonet STS-3c at 155.52 Mbps [4] and SDH STM-4c/ Sonet STS-12c at 622.08 Mbps [5] use SDH frames for transporting ATM cells, while Sonet framing is used at the 51.84 Mbps UTP-3 physical layer interface [3] . Finally, CCIs are non-framed interfaces and are mostly used for LAN connections. The 25.6 Mbps CCI, sometimes called midrange user network interface (MUNI), uses the same physical signaling as token-ring and cells are sent asynchronously, while CCI at 622.08 Mbps uses STM-4c framing without using the management channels [6] . Although the work presented in this paper is related to user network interfaces (UNIs), it is worth to mention that ATM is also used in network-to-network interfaces (NNIs) at speeds of 2.5 Gbps (OC-48) and 10 Gbps (OC-192). Recently, the ATM forum has approved its '2.4 Gbps physical layer' for SONET/SDH support over six different single mode fiber interfaces and the '622 and 2488 Mbps cell-based physical layer' for supporting ATM cells directly on the physical media without using any frame structure [7, 8] .
In this paper, a new interface for high-speed cell-based communication systems is presented, emphasizing on its coding and synchronization functions. This interface is called VIRUS and its name comes from a special type of idle cells that it uses, which are called idle order sets (IOS). 1 The interface is able to support point-to-point communications for exchanging data cells, to provide the services defined by ITU for the physical layer and to be easily implemented in high-speed networks. A drawback of pure ATM is that the cell delineation mechanism for determining the cell boundaries is performed at the bit data rate. The VIRUS interface uses a different approach in order to get synchronization by exploiting the line code characteristics. The VIRUS interface was developed to support high-speed point-to-point interfaces and to be connected to other ATM systems with the minimum possible complexity.
The VIRUS physical layer has to provide to the ATM layer the services determined by the respective ITU recommendations, to operate at much higher cell rates and to be implementable with commercially available components and programmable devices. The maximum transmission rate in each interface was estimated to be 800 Mbps and the nodes to be interconnected using multi-mode fiber links [9] .
The VIRUS interface
When high transmission rates are used in communication channels, the implementation of the physical layer functions becomes difficult and costly, especially when these functions are performed at the line data rate. Recovering byte timing using a framing structure decreases the processing requirements, but adds more complexity to the interface structure. In order to minimize its complexity, we use the notion of pseudo-frames in the VIRUS interface. As a pseudo-frame is defined, the information transmitted between two control groups of bytes plus the first control group. Before proceeding with the pseudo-frames of VIRUS, its coding scheme is presented.
Since the main requirement was to support the basic ATM functions at high speeds, various coding schemes and transmission methods were considered. The fiber channel (FC) technology was the most promising in developing the physical layer. The disadvantage of using the 8B/10B code of FC in a cell-based environment, where single bit error correction is required, is that due to its coding structure, two unacceptable conditions may be met. First, an error bit in the transmitted serial stream may be spread into two bits in the decoded data, making the single error correction capability of TC sub-layer non-applicable. Second, a code violation may be obtained erroneously, due to an error occurred in a previous bit position, which altered the running disparity of the bit stream, but did not result in a detectable error at the respective transmission character [10, 11] . Therefore it was finally decided that the VIRUS interface has to use a different code, based on the combination of two block codes. The user data are encoded using the 4B1C code [12, 13] , while the 8B/10B code is used only for control and synchronization purposes. The 4B1C code is applied twice to each data byte, while the idle cells, which are used at the physical layer for cell rate decoupling and cell delineation, are constructed as a sequence of K28.5 and D21.5 (FC terminology) bytes [11] . Following this coding scheme, the FC requirement that the maximum run-length of the encoded data must not exceed five bits is satisfied and the correct phase relationship of the extracted clock with the received data is maintained.
ATM uses idle cells for rate decoupling between adjacent nodes. The ATM idle cells are 53 bytes long and their length is equal to the length of the UCs. For rate-decoupling purposes, the VIRUS interface uses a smaller group of bytes, which is called IOS. Each IOS is composed of two identical words, each word consisting of four characters, two K28.5 special characters and two D21.5 data characters, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . K28.5 is the FC special character used as the first character in each control word. The VIRUS receiver uses the K28.5 characters for detecting byte boundaries before acquiring cell boundaries. Since the 4B1C coding is used for the user data, the K28.5 character contains code violation and, before achieving synchronization, it may be detected erroneously in the incoming serial bit stream, as the result of a combination of two consecutive data bytes, as it is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In order to overcome this false sync case, two consecutive K28.5 characters have been used in the IOS structure. The D21.5 characters have been selected to conform to the FC idle words structure and are used mainly for maintaining the clock synchronization. The two D21.5 characters are not used in the cell delineation procedure, while other patterns can be used to support operation, administration and maintenance (OAM) functions.
As it will be shown in the synchronization method description, the IOS length must be equal or greater to the cell header length, which is 5 bytes long, and therefore the IOS was determined to be eight characters long. The IOSs are also used for cell rate decoupling. They are removed at the receiver side in order to absorb the differences of the actual clocks.
The VIRUS physical layer is subdivided into two sublayers. The lower sub-layer, which is called VIRUS channel adapter (VCA), is related to the FC functionality and deals with physical medium aspects. The upper sub-layer, which is called transmission convergence (TC), deals with the cell stream multiplexing/demultiplexing, cell header error detection and correction, IOS insertion and extraction and coding/decoding of data. VCA is based on the FC architecture and uses the FC-0 functions of the FC (transmission media adaptation, transmitters, receivers and their interfaces) and a combination of 8B/10B and 4B1C transmission codes. The physical layer uses bit and word boundary synchronization functions and contains the required functionality for adapting ATM cells into VIRUS pseudo-frames (VPF). As was mentioned previously, a VPF is considered as the number of UCs contained between two IOSs including the first IOS. Fig. 2 shows an example of VIRUS transmissions and the respective pseudo-frames. The minimum length of a pseudo-frame is the length of an IOS, since the next IOS starts a new pseudo-frame, while the maximum length depends on the rate decoupling mechanism, which determines the maximum number of UCs between two IOSs.
The VIRUS transmitter
In the transmit direction, the physical layer accepts complete cells from the ATM layer and generates the fifth byte (HEC) of the cell header. Then the cell passes through the VIRUS interface, which generates the appropriate VPF format and multiplexes the ATM cells in its structure. The IOSs are generated in the TC sub-layer when there are no cells available for transmission or when the number of UCs transmitted after the last IOS has reached a predetermined value. Fig. 3 shows the VIRUS interface state diagram for the transmit direction. It includes a Tx-state counter, c H , which measures the number of UCs transmitted since the last transmitted IOS. Initially c H is set to zero. When a UC is transmitted, the counter increases. When the counter reaches its maximum value k, the UC buffer service is ceased, an IOS is transmitted and the Tx-state counter is cleared. The value of k is related to the clock accuracy used in the VIRUS interface, since a higher k value requires a more accurate clock. As it will be shown in the performance analysis section the value of k affects the interface performance and is a compromise between system performance and system cost.
The VIRUS receiver
At the receiving side, the IOSs are detected and removed at the TC sub-layer, where the cell delineation mechanism is implemented based on the HEC method and on the 'indication of IOS'. A byte boundary detector is used which operates under the control of the cell delineation mechanism. The boundaries detector accepts encoded serial data for performing clock recovery and is capable of detecting K28.5 characters for performing timing resynchronization. Whenever the resynchronization section of the boundary detector is active and a K28.5 character has been detected, an indication is provided to the TC sub-layer synchronizer. When character synchronization is achieved, the boundary detector is deactivated for avoiding interpretation of specific patterns in the user data. When resynchronization is required, the character boundary detector is reactivated. As it is shown in Fig. 4 , initially the synchronizer of the cell delineation mechanism is in the HUNT state and the resynchronization part of the boundaries detector is activated for detecting K28.5 characters. Whenever a valid IOS is detected, the synchronizer changes to the PRESYNC state, the characters' boundaries are considered detected and the synchronizer validates both the cell headers and the IOS structure. The synchronizer uses the Rx-state counter, c k , for monitoring the cell delineation procedure. When the receiver is in the HUNT state, the value of the Rx-state counter is not used, while the Rx-state counter becomes zero when the receiver enters into the PRESYNC state. At this state, the Rx-state counter increases by one or two, whenever a correct UC header or a valid IOS is detected.
This procedure continues until the receiver enters in the SYNC state and the Rx-state counter becomes equal to k. Since the UCs and the IOSs have different lengths, two validation modules are triggered, the HEC module and the IOS module. The HEC module detects the existence of a cell by validating its fifth byte using the CRC method, while the IOS module detects an IOS by matching the last eight characters with the IOS structure. If a valid indication is available at the end of the eighth character, a new cell or IOS boundary is determined and then, the synchronizer waits for a new boundary to restart the boundary validation procedure. If the synchronizer is in the PRESYNC state, the internal counter is increased once or twice, depending on the valid indication. A UC results to one time increase, while an IOS to two times increase, since it contains two FC transmission words. If no valid indication is available at the end of the eighth character, the validation procedure is restarted. If no valid indication is given for a second time, the validation procedure is cancelled, the internal counter is cleared, the character boundary detector is re-activated and the cell delineation mechanism goes to the HUNT state. When cell or IOS boundaries have been confirmed and the internal Rx-state counter gets its maximum value, the synchronizer switches to the SYNC state. These validation procedures are performed in parallel by using the character stream, so high processing rate can be achieved, especially compared to the pure ATM cell delineation procedure, which is performed at the serial bit stream.
In the SYNC state, the synchronization state machine continues to validate the cell boundaries, following a twosteps procedure. In each valid boundary, the previously described procedure is performed for estimating the new boundary. If no valid indication is received at the end of the eighth character of this validation, the validation procedure is restarted immediately, the internal counter is decreased but the system remains in the SYNC state. At the same time, a new cell or IOS boundary is estimated, assuming that errors occur in an IOS with higher probability than in a cell header. This is due to the single bit error correction mechanism used for protecting the cell header. If the new cell header or IOS validation procedure does not give a positive result, it is assumed that an error occurred into a UC and the next cell boundary is estimated to be 37 (53 2 2 £ 8) bytes after the second erroneous validation procedure. If the new cell header or IOS validation procedure does not give a positive result, the Rx-state counter is cleared, the cell delineation mechanism goes to the HUNT state and the character boundaries detector is activated. The rest of this paper presents the performance analysis of the proposed method and describes how the method's performance is affected by the traffic conditions.
Analysis of the synchronization procedure
For the evaluation of the VIRUS synchronization method, the mean value of the synchronization time has been studied. For the rest of this paper, the following terminology is used: the number of cells in the UC-queue at the ideparture epoch.
The evaluation of the VIRUS synchronization method is based on the model shown in Fig. 5 . Although the actual interface has only one buffer for the UCs, in this model we consider that there are two buffers in the transmit direction, one for UC and the other for IOS cells. The second buffer is used to model the IOS generation procedure. According to this model, an IOS is always available for transmission. Whenever an IOS cell is transmitted in the channel, it is also copied back to the IOS-buffer. The length of the IOS-buffer is equal to m IOS characters.
The receiver's behavior is analyzed by considering the transmitter state and the channel behavior. The UC-queue has priority over the IOS queue as long as the value of the Tx-state counter, c H , is lower than its maximum value. Whenever the Tx-state counter gets its maximum value, the IOS-queue has the highest priority for transmitting the next cell, regardless of the number of cells in the UC-queue. On the other hand, no message interruption is allowed during transmission. So, the model uses non-preemptive priorities, which are not constant but toggle, depending on the Tx-state counter value. Fig. 5 also shows the system priorities according to the value of the Tx-state counter. The Tx-state counter takes values from 0 to k, following the state diagram shown in Fig. 3 . Although the c H counter has k þ 1 states, two of them are its basic states. The 0-state ðc H ¼ 0Þ indicates that the last transmitted cell was an IOS cell, while the k-state ðc H ¼ kÞ implies that the next transmitted cell must be an IOS cell. Assuming that the system was in the istate at the last departure, its state at the end of the next departure depends on the value of c H and on the number of cells in the UC-queue before the last departure. If the UCqueue was empty, the system goes back to the 0-state, otherwise changes to the (i þ 1)-state, assuming that i , k:
The system analysis relies on the properties of the embedded Markov chain, where the Markov chain is embedded at cell transmission epochs. It is assumed that UCs arrive in the UC-queue independent to the system state, they follow a Poisson process with l UC mean value and are m UC characters long. In this case, the system can be described by two state equations. The first state equation is valid whenever there are cells in the UC-queue and the Txstate counter has not reached its maximum value:
where c i is the value of the Tx-state counter and a 1 is the number of UCs that arrive during an UC transmission. If the Tx-state counter has its maximum value and there are cells in the UC-queue, or if the UC-queue is empty, then the second state equation is valid:
where a 2 is the number of UCs that arrive during an IOS cell transmission. Before using Eqs. (1) and (2) for obtaining the analytic expressions of system's behavior, we will use the state diagram of Fig. 3 for calculating the various state probabilities. Since the transmission of an IOS cell forces the system to the 0-state, the system goes to the next state only when there is at least one UC in the UC-buffer, otherwise the system remains in the 0-state and a new IOS is transmitted. Thus, assuming that the system is in steady Therefore, the system equilibrium equations are:
and by solving the system equilibrium equations, it is obtained that:
As described previously, there are two distinct events in the system dynamics: UC transmission: c i , k and n i . 0 and IOS transmission: c i ¼ k or n i ¼ 0:
By defining that P I is the probability that an IOS is served and P U is the probability that a UC is served, then
and
The probability that the UC-buffer is empty, p e , depends on the arrival process of UCs and on the parameter k. The IOS arrival process, which is equal to the departure process from the IOS queue, depends on the UCs arrival process, since the system transmits data continuously, and therefore:
The probability that an IOS is served is equal to the ratio of the bandwidth occupied by the transmitted IOS cells to the total bandwidth, thus
By using Eqs. (5) and (8), the following equation can be used for calculating the probability p e that the UC-buffer is empty:
Synchronization time
As it is shown in Fig. 6 , the synchronization acquisition time, t SAT is given by t SAT ¼ t HUNT þ t PRESYNC and thus
since t HUNT and t PRESYNC are independent variables. We will calculate these two mean values as functions of the probability the UC-queue being empty ( p e ) and the system state parameter k. By definition, the mean value of the HUNT-time is equal to the mean value of inter-IOS times, that is:
where
as it can be derived from the Tx-state diagram of Fig. 3 . The second part of Eq. (11) is related to the time required for starting the resynchronization process, if synchronization is lost during a UC. By using Eqs. (4) and (12) in Eq. (11), t HUNT is calculated as:
Since the UCs transmitted between two IOS cells belong to the same pseudo-frame, and up to k UC belong to a frame, the number of positive indications that have to be received for entering the SYNC state is k þ 1, k during the PRESYNC state and 1 for the IOS detection in the HUNT state. Therefore, the maximum length pseudo-frame is sufficient for achieving system synchronization. Fig. 4 shows the state diagram the receiver follows when it is in the PRESYNC state. When the system enters the PRESYNC state, the Rx-state counter becomes zero. Whenever an error is detected, either in a UC or an IOS, the system returns to the HUNT state. In order to calculate the mean value of the time the system stays in the PRESYNC state, t PRESYNC ; the methodology used in the HUNT state has to be followed.
As it was described previously, the receiver enters into the SYNC state whenever its Rx-state counter becomes equal to k. Therefore, the Rx-state counter value during the PRESYNC state is given by:
correct IOS indication was received ð15Þ
When the receiver enters into the SYNC state, the following equation is valid:
Under heavy traffic conditions, the IOS that forces the receiver to the PRESYNC state, is followed by up to k-UC, while in light load, it is followed by other IOSs. That gives the minimum and maximum values of t PRESYNC :
Due to the cell delineation mechanism, when the system is in the PRESYNC state, the reception of an IOS is the result of an empty UC-buffer condition. Assuming that k 1 and k 2 are the UCs and IOSs, respectively, which arrived when the receiver was in the PRESYNC state, then k 1 þ 2k 2 $ k: We define as P j [m ]the probability that m IOSs have been used in the PRESYNC state so that c k ¼ j: As it is shown in Fig.  4 , the probability that k 2 IOSs have been used for achieving synchronization is equal to:
But for j , k and j $ 2k 2 : thus while the respective duration of the PRESYNC state is given by:
The t PRESYNC time is given by:
Due to the cell delineation mechanism and to the assumption that the normalized offered load is always less or equal to 1, the maximum value of l UC is obtained by:
By using Eqs. (10), (13) , and (22), the mean synchronization time can be calculated for various system parameters. At the end of this section various numerical results are presented based on actual system parameters.
VIRUS pseudo-frame length
As it was mentioned previously, the VPF is defined as the number of UCs contained between two IOSs, plus the first IOS. The minimum length of VPF is the length of an IOS, while the maximum length depends on the rate decoupling mechanism, which determines the maximum number of UCs between two IOSs. Thus, if l VPF is the VPF length, then:
The mean length of the VPF is calculated by:
Pðthe pseudo-frame consists of i UC-cellsÞim UC
Thus, the portion of a pseudo-frame that is used for useful data transmission, called pseudo-frame utilization, U frame , is defined as the ratio of the useful data transmitted versus the total transmitted data and is given by:
Fig . 8 . The probability that the UC-buffer is empty as a function of the offered cell rate.
Numerical results
The rest of this paper analyses the various VIRUS parameters and how they affect the system performance. ATM PHYs use a cell rate decoupling function that inserts one idle cell every 26 cells received from the ATM layer and that results to 96.3% efficiency of the available data rate (the Sonet framing overhead is not included). There is an option that ATM layer may insert unassigned cells to perform cell rate decoupling, which is not required in the VIRUS interface, as this function is done at the physical layer by inserting the IOS cells. Fig. 7 shows how the maximum rate of UC cells is affected by the cell delineation mechanism (the value of k ), for VIRUS and ATM interfaces at 800 Mbps. Based on the figure, VIRUS will support the same maximum cell rate with existing ATM systems ðk ¼ 26Þ; when k ¼ 4; while using k ¼ 26 for VIRUS, the maximum supported cell rate increases by 3.4%. The cell delineation mechanism used in all ATM interfaces is independent to the actual transmission rate and the relative performance for the maximum supported cell rate shown in Fig. 7 , also applies at higher transmission rates. Fig. 8 shows how the probability of finding the UC-buffer empty is affected by the offered cell rate and the cell delineation mechanism. This probability is used to relate the offered cell rate to all parameters used for measuring the performance of VIRUS, according to Eqs. (11) -(26). Fig. 9 shows the Tx-state probabilities for various traffic conditions. When the traffic is low, the probability of generating an IOS is high, since the UC-buffer becomes empty frequently and then the system passes from state-0. As the traffic increases, the other state probabilities increase but still IOSs are generated since the UC-buffer becomes empty. Only when the offered load becomes greater than 80% of the maximum supported cell rate, IOSs are generated because the transmitter is forced to transmit an IOS irrespective if there are any UCs available. When the offered load approaches 1, all state probabilities approach 1=ðk þ 1Þ since the transmitter uses all states for generating its output traffic.
For measuring the performance of the proposed synchronization method, the resynchronization acquisition time is used. Resynchronization acquisition time is the time elapsed from the detection of loss of synchronization (entering the HUNT state) up to the acquisition of full synchronization (entering the SYNC state). In ATM systems, the synchronization time has a fixed value and is equal to seven times the cell duration, thus it is 3.71 ms at 800 Mbps (assuming that no transmission errors occurred during the synchronization procedure). In the proposed method the synchronization time is not fixed and depends on the user offered load. Fig. 10 shows how the offered load influences the total synchronization time and its components for k ¼ 4 and 10. The synchronization time depends strongly on the traffic conditions and its mean value approaches the value of 1.5kT UC when the offered load approaches its maximum value. The PRESYNC time contributes stronger than the HUNT time, since during the PRESYNC state the receiver has to wait for one or more pseudo-frames for getting the proper number of valid indications, while the HUNT state starts at the desynchronization point, which is uniformly distributed during a pseudo-frame.
Using various values of k and Eqs. (9) and (26), the pseudo-frame utilization U frame , is shown in Fig. 11 . As the offered load remains low, IOS cells are generated since the UC-buffer is empty; no IOS cell is generated due to the cell delineation mechanism, thus less than k UC cells are used in each pseudo-frame. As the offered load increases, the probability of finding the UC-buffer empty decreases, the IOS insertion mechanism is activated and the number of UC cells used in each pseudo-frame increases.
Finally, the mean pseudo-frame length as a function of the offered load is shown in Fig. 12 . As the offered load increases, more UC cells are used in each pseudoframe. When the offered load approaches its maximum value, the pseudo-frame length approaches T IOS þ kT UC ; its maximum value. The above results show how the VIRUS interface performance is affected by the cell delineation mechanism.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new interface called VIRUS for use in cell-based systems was presented. The VIRUS interface supports the implementation of various functions (cell delineation, cell header error detection and correction, synchronization etc.) for transmitting a cell stream using the basic functions of the FC. The use of two block codes decreases the physical layer complexity by minimizing the number of functions performed at the channel bit rate and allows the implementation of all other functions at much lower speed. The presented performance analysis showed how the VIRUS transmitter and receiver behave and how their performance is affected by the cell delineation mechanism. 
